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Scene modeling has a key role in applications ranging from visual mapping to augmented
reality. This paper presents an end-to-end solution for creating accurate three-dimensional
(3D) textured models using monocular video sequences. The methods are developed
within the framework of sequential structure from motion, in which a 3D model of the
environment is maintained and updated as new visual information becomes available.
The proposed approach contains contributions at different levels. The camera pose is recovered by directly associating the 3D scene model with local image observations, using a
dual-registration approach. Compared to the standard structure from motion techniques,
this approach decreases the error accumulation while increasing the robustness to scene
occlusions and feature association failures, while allowing 3D reconstructions for any type
of scene. Motivated by the need to map large areas, a novel 3D vertex selection mechanism
is proposed, which takes into account the geometry of the scene. Vertices are selected not
only to have high reconstruction accuracy but also to be representative of the local shape
of the scene. This results in a reduction in the complexity of the final 3D model, with
minimal loss of precision. As a final step, a composite visual map of the scene (mosaic)
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is generated. We present a method for blending image textures using 3D geometric information and photometric differences between registered textures. The method allows
high-quality mosaicing over 3D surfaces by reducing the effects of the distortions induced
by camera viewpoint and illumination changes. The results are presented for four scene
modeling scenarios, including a comparison with ground truth under a realistic scenario
and a challenging underwater data set. Although developed primarily for underwater
mapping applications, the methods are general and applicable to other domains, such as
C 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
aerial and land-based mapping. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, we are witnessing an increasing interest
in the study of the oceans. The urge to find alternative
food and energy sources and to understand climate
changes and geological phenomena has made scientists determined to multiply their efforts toward understanding the complex underwater environment.
However, direct interaction between scientists and
the underwater environment is generally not feasible,
due to its inaccessibility and hostility. An emerging
alternative is remote data acquisition using underwater mobile platforms or professional divers.
A major part of underwater studies relies on visual inspections, frequently using optical mosaics.
Here, images of the region of interest are acquired
by underwater cameras deployed by either divers
or underwater vehicles. The images are later processed and stitched to form high-resolution, detailed
two-dimensional (2D) maps. Although very valuable,
there are cases in which this information is not sufficient for comprehensive understanding of the region
of interest. Studies on the evolution of coral reefs in
biology and ecology, hydrothermal vents and lava
formations in geology or underwater archeological
sites, among others, benefit from three-dimensional
(3D) maps.
Side-scanning sonars and acoustic cameras offer
a solution to 3D seafloor imaging. In recent years
the precision of sonars improved significantly (Ruiz,
de Raucourt, Petillot, & Lane, 2004), thus leading to a
much wider use in science surveys. However, sonars
do not provide any photometric information to obtain 3D visual maps of the ocean floor, requiring complementary information from vision systems to obtain textured 3D models.
Whereas some authors have reported the simultaneous use of sonars and cameras (Stone, Greenberg,
Durda, & Franke, 2005; Williams & Mahon, 2004;
Yoerger, Jakuba, Bradley, & Bingham, 2007), the
application of such setups for underwater 3D

high-resolution color mapping has so far been very
limited, mainly due to the differences between the
effective ranges of the two sensors. Side-scanning
sonars are employed at altitudes exceeding 10 m,
which generally surpasses the range of cameras due
to light scattering and absorbtion.
A more flexible approach is to use optical data to
obtain both photometric and geometric information
of the seafloor. This can be achieved by estimating
the scene geometry using disparity information
either between multiple calibrated cameras, stereovision (Negahdaripour & Madjidi, 2003b), or by
a single moving camera. When a single camera is
used, the problem becomes more complex because it
requires determining the 3D camera motion for each
frame (Ma, Huang, & Kosecka, 2003). This problem,
referred to as structure from motion (SFM), has
largely been studied by the computer vision community (Brown & Lowe, 2005; Beardsley, Zisserman,
& Murray, 1994; Fitzgibbon & Zisserman, 1998;
Snavely, Seitz, & Szeliski, 2008). Oriented toward
underwater imaging, Eustice, Singh, and Leonard
(2006) proposed a simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) approach using navigation priors.
This approach targets applications that require
maintaining the vehicle position and velocity and
their associated uncertainty. More oriented toward
3D mapping, Pizarro, Eustice, and Singh (2004)
and Pizarro (2004) propose a SFM framework that
deals with large sequences by independently processing local submaps and registering them using
global alignment techniques. While accurate, this
approach has somewhat limited applications as it
uses navigation priors for submap generation.
We propose a complete SFM framework that allows high-accuracy 3D mapping of large areas. The
technique does not require any additional information (e.g., navigation priors). Data can be acquired by
submersible platforms or divers using either video or
still cameras, under various lighting conditions.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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In the following sections, the paper describes
the three main modules that allow fully automatic
generation of textured 3D models from visual surveys: the SFM algorithm (Section 2), online 3D model
simplification (Section 3), and texture mapping and
ortho-mosaic (Section 4).
The SFM method described in this paper uses
a direct camera pose registration (DPR) method,
increasing the accuracy of the model. The camera
pose is obtained using a novel dual projection
matrix–homography approach, allowing for robust
estimates under any scene geometry. Moreover, as
each estimation of camera pose does not depend
directly on the previous estimations, it is more robust
to misregistration problems and scene occlusions.
The SFM process generates 3D points (vertices),
that define the geometry of the scene. In the case of
long surveys, the large number of vertices increases
drastically the related computational costs. Moreover, the efficiency of data association, a crucial part
of mapping and navigation systems, decreases as the
complexity of the maps augments. To address this
issue, we propose a novel sequential mechanism that
allows online 3D model simplification, by selecting
only those vertices that are geometrically representative for the scene. The result is a subset of vertices
that describe the scene with little precision loss over
the model containing the full set of vertices.
We use the resulting models to build visual representations of the scene, either by means of texture
rendering of the 3D reconstructions or by generating
useful new views, such as a top-view ortho-mosaic.
A motivation behind this work is the creation of
textured 3D representations of the seafloor, suitable
for human interpretation or to be used in automatic
classification and change detection applications
(Delaunoy, Gracias, & Garcia, 2008). When merging the texture from multiple images, changes in
the illumination and camera point of view often
lead to visible seams along the boundary lines of
overlapping images. The final section of this paper
addresses this issue. We describe a new application
of graph-cut optimization in 3D blending, to select
the texture contributions with the highest resolution
while reducing the visibility of the seams.
The scene modeling and mosaicing framework
has been tested under various types of scenarios
including synthetic, outdoor, and underwater sequences. In Section 5, we discuss some of the results
we have obtained, illustrating the accuracy and
efficiency of each module of the framework.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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2. STRUCTURE FROM MOTION
This section presents the DPR SFM, constituting the
first step of the framework in which the actual 3D
scene structure is computed.
The DPR–SFM method computes the pose of the
camera without requiring the recovery of interframe
motion. The structure of the scene model is formed
by sets of 3D vertices characterized by local image
descriptors. By associating image patches extracted
from a given camera view with the 3D vertices of
the model, we can recover the corresponding camera
pose with respect to the scene model. Subsequently,
the obtained camera pose is used to update the scene
model as new features are tracked. Both camera
pose estimation and scene model update use robust
estimation methods, thus reducing the impact of
poor camera pose or vertex estimations.
The DPR–SFM algorithm works in two stages,
illustrated in Figure 1. First, it uses a standard motion
estimation technique in order to obtain an initial
model corresponding to a small subregion of the
scene. In the second stage, using the initial model as
a “seed,” the subsequent camera poses are computed
by registering 2D features with 3D vertices in the
scene model. For each newly acquired image, after
the camera pose is recovered, the scene model is
updated by adding vertices corresponding to newly
tracked features. In this way, as the camera moves,
the model is extended to represent new regions
of the scene. Figure 2 illustrates an example in which
the initial model obtained from the first two camera
poses was extended in the second stage to cover the
entire surveyed area.
The following subsections describe each of the
steps of the DPR–SFM algorithm: Subsection 2.1
explains the image feature extraction and tracking
process, Subsection 2.2 illustrates the model initialization stage, and Subsections 2.3 and 2.4 describe
the camera registration and model update steps,
representing the second stage of the SFM algorithm.

2.1. Feature Tracking
Feature tracking is the building block of any sparse
3D reconstruction algorithm. Tracking image features
corresponding to a scene region (i.e., points, lines,
patches, etc.) allows the 3D position of the scene
features to be estimated.
Robust feature tracking is crucial for accurate
estimation of both the camera trajectory and the
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the DPR–SFM algorithm. The model initialization stage estimates the baseline between the base
frame and a newly acquired frame. If the baseline is wide enough, the motion between the base frame and the acquired
frame is recovered. Using the motion, the scene structure is estimated and the algorithm passes to the direct pose registration
stage; otherwise the process is restarted using the next acquired frame. In the direct pose registration stage, the camera poses
are obtained by extracting correspondences between the acquired images and the model. After each new camera pose
estimation, the algorithm updates the model with new vertices corresponding to features tracked in the current image. This
way, the scene model grows as the camera surveys new regions of the scene.

structure of the scene. Maximizing the number of
frames in which a given scene feature is tracked increases both the precision of the corresponding 3D
vertex estimate and the number of interframe constraints, resulting in higher precision in camera pose
estimation. However, tracking scene features in unstructured, cluttered scenes is not a trivial task. Moreover in the case of 3D scenes, especially at close range,
the changes of viewpoint due to camera motion induce quite severe distortions on local image patches
(rotation, scale changes, affine transformations, etc.).
Underwater scenes present additional challenges.
In shallow waters, refracted sunlight can create
flickering illumination patterns that change significantly from frame to frame (Gracias, Negahdaripour,
Neumann, Prados, & Garcia, 2008). Artificial illumination used in deep-water imagery induces nonuniform illumination fields (Garcia, Nicosevici, & Cufı́,

2002). Light scattering and absorption decrease the
image contrast and induce blurring especially as the
distance from the camera to the scene increases.
To maximize the efficiency of the feature tracker,
we analyzed and compared the most robust feature
extractors currently available in the literature. The
best results were obtained using the affine covariant
Harris feature extractor, also called shape adaptive
(SA) (Baumberg, 2000), and maximally stable extremal
regions (MSER) (Mikolajczyk et al., 2005). The two
types of features are complementary from both
tracking and structure recovery points of view. The
SA feature extractor generates more dense sets of
features than MSER, providing a better coverage of
the scene, but has less discriminative power, increasing the chances of mismatching. In contrast, MSER
produces more sparse but more stable sets of features
with higher discriminative power. The features are
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 2. An example of a 3D reconstruction illustrating the two stages of the SFM. The initial model, marked in red, was
obtained from the first two camera poses. In the second stage, the model was extended to cover the whole surveyed area
(green).

encoded using SIFT descriptors (Lowe, 2004), in
which each feature is described by a 128-element
vector embodying histograms of gradient directions
within the feature patch.
To match and track features, the similarity between features is defined as the Euclidean distance
between the descriptor vectors. Each descriptor vector can be seen as a noisy measurement of the image
gradient within a feature patch. As the features are
tracked, multiple measurements of the same patch
are obtained. Hence, we improve the measurement
of the features by combining multiple observations:



 k k  f k
k

− fi ,
s F , fi = 
n

(1)

where s(F k , fik ) is the similarity between the tracked
feature F k and a possible observation fik of the feature in image i and  is the Euclidean distance.

2.2. Model Initialization
This stage generates a subregion (“seed”) of the 3D
model corresponding to the first few frames of the
image sequence. This initial subregion is required by
the second stage, which subsequently extends it to
the full 3D scene model.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

The model is initialized by first fixing the first
frame of the sequence as the base frame Ib . The camera pose corresponding to Ib will serve as the global
reference frame (world frame) for the entire model.
During model initialization, the camera motion between the reference and some image Ii is computed.
Ii is chosen such that the baseline between Ib and
Ii is sufficient to ensure a robust motion estimation.
The baseline between images is approximated by
translation induced by the homography bHi on the
image centers, where bHi is a projective homography
obtained from feature correspondences between
images Ib and Ii .
Generally, SFM algorithms use the fundamental
matrix for camera motion estimation. Nevertheless,
when the scene is planar or the parallax effect is
small (i.e., small scene depth variations with respect
to scene-to-camera distance), the fundamental matrix can be ill-conditioned (Hartley & Zisserman,
2004). In this case, a more robust solution is to use
homography-based motion estimation. On the other
hand, when scene geometry induces significant
parallax, homographies cannot correctly model the
camera motion. To cover both cases, we use a dual
approach for motion computation:
Fundamental matrix motion computation. Using
the feature correspondences between images
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Ib and Ii , we estimate the fundamental matrix Fbi using a RANSAC-based least squares
(LS) method1 (Armangue & Salvi, 2003), with
the cost function represented by the Sampson
distance (Sampson, 1982). The camera rotation
F
and translation tbiF are obtained by singuRbi
lar value decomposition (SVD) of Fbi using
(Lourakis & Deriche, 1999):
−1 T

Fbi = (A )

F −1
A ,
T̂biF Rbi

(2)

where A is the known camera intrinsic matrix
and T̂biF is the translation skew-symmetric matrix (T̂[x] = t × x for any vector x). The approach
yields four possible solutions (two translations
and two rotations). The correct solution is
obtained by applying cheirality constraints, i.e.,
reconstructed points must be in front of the
camera (Robert & Faugeras, 1993).
Homography motion computation. From the correspondences of Ib and Ii we compute the
homography bHi using RANSAC with the cost
function given by
E H = pbk − bHi pik ,

(3)

where pbk and pik represent the kth feature correspondence in images Ib and Ii , respectively.
By normalizing the homography between
Ib and Ii ,
b
Hi

= −A−1bHi A,

(4)

H
and transwe obtain the camera rotation Rbi
H
lation tbi through SVD (Faugeras & Lustman,
1988):
b
Hi

H
= Rbi
− tbiH nT ,

(5)

where n is the normal of the scene plane. This
type of decomposition raises two solutions,
with the correct one corresponding to the plane
normal pointing toward the camera.
F
H
, tbiF ) and (Rbi
, tbiH ),
Between the two solutions (Rbi
we choose the most accurate one. This is done by
estimating the 3D position of the image features

1

After testing various fundamental matrix estimation methods, a
RANSAC-based LS method was adopted as it proved to provide
the most robust results in the case of small baselines.

with respect to each solution using least squares
intersection. Then, the accuracy of the camera motion
is given by the reprojection error:
Ebi =

N

 

 k
x − b Xk  + x k − i Xk  ,
b
i

(6)

k=1

where xbk and xik are the corresponding image features in images Ib and Ii , respectively; Xk is the
estimated 3D position of the kth feature, and (b , i )
are projection matrices.
The solution corresponding to the smallest reprojection error Ebi is chosen, and the corresponding set
of 3D points is used to initialize the scene model. To
complete the set of camera poses, we recover the pose
of the cameras corresponding to the intermediate
frames between Ib and Ii by directly registering the
camera views with the 3D model (Section 2.3).
Once the scene model has been initialized, the
DPR–SFM passes to the second stage. In this stage,
for each new frame Ii , first the corresponding camera
pose is recovered using the DPR algorithm shown in
Subsection 2.3 and then, using the obtained camera
pose, the scene model is updated (Subsection 2.4).

2.3. Direct Pose Registration
We propose a method to directly compute the pose
of the camera by establishing correspondences between the camera views and the 3D scene model,
without the need for any a priori motion or pose
information.
By associating image and scene model features
(Section 2.1), we obtain 3D-to-image correspondences with the aim of recovering camera pose (R, t)
with respect to the world frame. The camera pose is
obtained using RANSAC with the cost function:
Ei =

N

 k

x − i Xk .
i

(7)

k=1

To robustly cope with different types of scenes, we
propose a novel dual approach for camera pose
recovery: (i) if the scene region seen in the current
image has enough parallax, we use the projective
matrix to recover the camera pose; (ii) if the scene
region is planar or close to being planar, as the projection matrix is ill-conditioned (Hartley & Zisserman,
2004), we use a homography approach. To determine
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Table I. Direct camera pose registration: RANSAC-based
dual approach for camera pose estimation.
1. While not enough RANSAC samples.
2. Choose randomly a set of 3D-to-image correspondences.
3. Fit a plane L to the 3D vertices from the set.
4. Check whether the other vertices (corresponding to Ii )
lie close to plane L.
5. If YES, compute R and t based on the homography
using the set of correspondences.
6. If NO, compute R and t based on the projection matrix
using the set of correspondences.
7. Go to 1.

the planarity of the scene, for each RANSAC sample,
we fit a plane L to the 3D vertices using a LS method.
If the distance between the plane L and all the
other currently seen 3D vertices is small enough,
we consider the scene region as being planar. The
method is summarized in Table I. The camera pose
estimation methods are detailed next.
2.3.1. Projection Matrix Based
Provided the set of 3D-to-image correspondences,
we obtain the projection matrix i using direct linear
transform (DLT). By applying SVD on i , we obtain
the camera pose (Ri , ti ).
2.3.2. Homography Based
We compute the planar transformation i HL , such that
xik = iHL · xLk ,
where xLk is the projection of Xk onto plane L. Applying SVD on i HL , we obtain the relative transformation (i RL , k tL ) between the plane L and the camera.
Thus, the pose of the camera is obtained from
ti = tL · iRL + itL ,
Ri = iRL · RL ,
with tL and RL representing the pose of plane L in the
world coordinate system.
Once (Ri , ti ) have been obtained using the
RANSAC dual method, the camera pose is further
adjusted using a LS minimization of the reprojection
error shown in Eq. (7).
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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2.4. Model Update
As the camera moves, the DPR–SFM algorithm updates the scene model as new features are extracted
and tracked, generating new 3D vertices. This section
discusses the model updating process along with
outlier management.
As new images are fed to the SFM algorithm
and image features are associated with scene model
features (see Section 2.1), three scenarios arise:
Image features are matched with model features
with known 3D position. These feature associations are used to recover the camera pose, as
explained in Subsection 2.3. The outliers are detected by reprojecting the 3D vertices into the
image [Eq. (7)]. Vertices with a reprojection error
higher than a preestablished threshold are eliminated. Inliers are added to the model to create
new constraints. Every time an additional image
feature is associated with a particular 3D vertex,
the position of the vertex is refined, taking advantage of this new constraint. The refinement
is done by minimizing the sum of the reprojection errors Ek in all the images in which the vertex was tracked:
Ek =

M

 k

x − i Xk .
i

(8)

i=1

Image features are matched with model features
whose 3D position is unknown. In this scenario, image features are associated with
already existing model features, so that the 3D
vertex position can be computed, once enough
features are identified for a particular vertex.
The reprojection approach cannot be used for
outlier rejection as the 3D position of the vertex
is not known at this stage. Alternatively, we
use a fundamental matrix-based approach.
For each image feature xik we choose a feature
xil from its associated feature track such that
their corresponding camera poses (Rk , tk ) and
(Rl , tl ) have the widest possible baseline (the
wider the baseline the more discriminative the
process). From the relative transformation (Rkl ,
tkl ) between the two camera poses, we compute
the fundamental matrix Fkl [Eq. (2)], allowing
us to calculate the Sampson distance between
feature correspondences.
If the Sampson distance for a feature xik
is larger than a preestablished threshold, the
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feature is regarded as outlier and the feature
association is eliminated; otherwise it is added
to the model. When enough views of a feature
are available, the position of the corresponding
vertex is calculated using a multiview factorization approach (Ma et al., 2003). The vertex
position is further refined using the LS method
described above [Eq. (8)].
Unmatched image features. If the image features
cannot be consistently associated with any
model features, they are used to initialize new
feature tracks in the model.
Because not all model features are tracked
reliably enough to produce accurate 3D vertices,
the model is constantly checked and features
that do not provide a consistent tracking are
eliminated to minimize the unnecessary clutter
of the model.
Applying DPR along with model update steps,
the scene model is gradually extended with each
new acquired frame, from an initial model seed to a
model covering the entire surveyed area. The direct
pose estimation approach improves the accuracy and
robustness of mapping as it can naturally deal with
occlusions and recover from pose estimation errors.

3. SEQUENTIAL MODEL SIMPLIFICATION
Extracting and reconstructing dense sets of scene
features improves the quality of the scene structure
estimates. When navigation and mapping algorithms
have to deal with large areas, however, the amount
of data may prove overwhelming. This is especially
the case when Kalman filter or global alignment
algorithms are used, in which the complexity of the
problem grows with the square of the number of
scene features.
A solution to this problem is reducing the number of extracted scene features. The difficulty stands
in selecting the features in a way to minimize the
impact on the precision of the resulting scene model.
The problem of reducing the complexity of 3D
models while maintaining the model precision has
been considered by the computer graphics community, where it is known as mesh simplification. The
state of the art in mesh simplification includes a wide
range of alternatives. In Low and Tan (1997) and
Rossignac and Borrel (1993), the authors divide the
3D volume into a user-specified grid. Then, the model
is simplified by removing all vertices within a grid

cell, maintaining only the most representative vertex.
Schroeder, Zarge, and Lorenson (1992) use a multiple
pass simplification, based on a user-specified user
error threshold. Eck et al. (1995) use a wavelet-based
approach to create a fast multiresolution representation of the original surface. A similar multiresolution
approach is employed by progressive meshes
(Hoppe, 1996, 1997), which are widely used for realtime 3D rendering. Other authors have proposed the
use of color and texture information in addition to
the shape of the model in the simplification criteria
(Garland & Heckbert, 1998; Gonzalez, Castello, &
Chover, 2007; Xu, Sun, & Xu, 2005), minimizing
visual aliasing due to model simplification.
Unfortunately, all mesh simplification algorithms are inherently offline, in the sense that the
entire scene geometry must be available during the
simplification process. We propose a novel algorithm
that carries out the model simplification sequentially,
as the model is being generated. The simplification
is carried out by selecting the vertices that are most
representative for the scene geometry, reducing the
redundancy in describing the 3D shapes. To better
understand the concept, consider a simple example in
Figure 3(a), which illustrates a 2D profile as the cross
section of a 3D relief. By extracting vertices around
the edges of the slopes (marked by dots) and applying linear interpolation (dotted lines), a good initial

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Simple 2D example of ideal feature extraction
from a topological point of view: four feature points provide a good initial piecewise linear approximation of the
curved profile (a); absolute value of first derivative (b); the
four features correspond to the maxima of the response of
the second derivative (c).
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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approximation of the shape is obtained. The sequential model simplification (SMS) algorithm follows
this concept, selecting 3D vertices on edges/surface
inflexions of the objects present in the scene. Similarly to the interpolation in Figure 3(a), these vertices
provide the basis for surface interpolations that
accurately approximate the geometry of the scenes.
As the SMS process is carried out online, in parallel with the scene reconstruction process, the scene
model is not fully known during vertex selection.
Instead we approximate the scene geometry using
depth maps. From these depth maps, we extract
points of interest corresponding to object edges/
surface inflexions, hereafter called geometrical features.
The geometrical features are then substituted by 3D
vertices. The result is a small subset of 3D vertices
that accurately describe the geometry of the scene.
Figure 4 outlines the main modules of the SMS
module. There are two parallel pipelines: one com-

Ii-1

Homography

Ii

Plane
Parallax

Depth Map
Derivatives

Optical
Flow
ROI
Extraction

SFM

Geometric
Processing

3D Vertices

Geometric Feature
Extraction

Depth map
Computation

Contour
Tracing

Geometric
Feature
Detection

Geometric Features

3D Vertex Selection

Simplified Model

Figure 4. Flowchart of the SMS algorithm. The geometric
processing (right) runs in parallel with the SFM pipeline
(left). In the geometric processing block, first the depth map
is obtained using plane parallax. Then, the regions of interest corresponding to edges of objects are segmented from
areas of local maxima of the depth map second derivative.
Finally, geometric features are extracted from the regions of
interest. The geometric features are used to select the vertices, generated by the SFM pipeline, that are the most representative for the scene.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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putes the structure of the scene (SFM), and the second
extracts the geometric features. The two pipelines
are merged in order to select the most representative
vertices for the structure of the scene. Hereafter we
describe each stage of the vertex selection process.

3.1. Depth Map Computation
The first step for obtaining the depth map is the
computation of the 2D optical flow v = [u v]T from
pairs of images. The generalized dynamic image
model method used for this step was proposed by
Negahdaripour, Xu, Khamene, and Awan (1998)
and later generalized to take advantage of color
in addition to intensity information for improved
robustness and estimation accuracy (Negahdaripour
& Madjidi, 2003a). The computed optical flow for
each pair of consecutive frames {Ii−1 , Ii } provides an
estimate of local disparities for depth computation.
Given the optical flow, an approximation of the
depth map can be computed. Our previous proposals
use the Longuet–Higgins differential image motion
model (Nicosevici, Negahdaripour, & Garcia, 2005;
Nicosevici, Garcia, Negahdaripour, Kudzinava, &
Ferrer, 2007). However, this approach is computationally expensive, requiring iterative scene depth
and camera motion estimations. Here, we propose a
fast, closed-form solution using plane-parallax. First,
the homography i Hi−1 is computed using all the correspondences between the two frames. This homography embodies the disparity induced by the camera
motion on the average scene plane. From here we can
obtain the parallax of the scene that represents a direct measurement of the depth variations of the scene:


i = pi −i Hk−1 · pi−1 − vk ,
(9)
D
where pi−1 and pi are the image point coordinates of
frame i − 1 and i, respectively.

3.2. Depth Map Derivatives
To extract the geometric features, we consider two
types of regions of interest: (i) object edges and
(ii) surface inflexions, both of which correspond to
large absolute values of the second derivative of
the depth map [Fig. 3(c)] and will be called edges
hereafter.
The second derivative of the depth map (Dm) is
approximated by
Dm (x, y) =

1 N
 Dm(x, y) ∗ LoG(σi ),
N i=1

(10)
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Figure 5. Main steps of the geometrical feature extraction algorithm: (a) depth map of the scene, (b) computation of the
second derivative, (c) ROI extraction and, (d) edge traces along with the extracted geometric features: × corresponds to line
ends, + represents line junctions, and ◦ denotes high curvature points.

where ∗ is the convolution operator, LoG(σi ) is the
Laplacian of Gaussian with standard deviation σi =
m · i, and m is a predefined constant. Dm computed
in this way is less sensitive to noise compared to the
standard second derivative using local differences,
while still providing high responses on the edges of
the surfaces [Figure 5(b)].

3.3. ROI Extraction
As mentioned earlier, the regions of interest (ROI)
correspond to those areas where Dm has high ab-

solute values. To extract these regions, a binarization
using a constant threshold could be applied. However, the steepness and area of the slopes influence
the magnitude and width of the peaks in Dm . In
this case, applying a binarization either would not
detect certain edges or would overevaluate others.
To obtain a more suitable binarization, Dm is locally
normalized using


 (x, y) = Dm (x, y) − w̄n (x, y) ,
Dm
v̄n (x, y) − w̄n2 (x, y)

(11)
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where
y+n

x+n
w̄n (x, y) =

j =y−n

i=x−n

Dm (i, j )

(2n + 1)2

(12)

and
x+n
v̄n (x, y) =

i=x−n

y+n

j =y−n [Dm
(2n + 1)2



(i, j )]2

.

(13)

Figure 5(c) shows the ROI after normalization and
binarization.

3.4. Geometrical Features Extraction
To minimize geometrical redundancy, only relevant
edge points are extracted. To detect these edges, a
thinning algorithm is applied to the ROI (Lam, Lee,
& Suen, 1992). The result is a pixel-wide trace line
following the edge (hereafter called traces), with each
pixel corresponding to the local maxima of Dm [Figure 5(d)].
Three types of geometrical features are defined
along the traces:
•
•
•

•

line end points
line junction points
high curvature points

Line end points and line junction points are extracted
by convolving the trace image with specific kernels
taking into account 8-neighbor-connectivity. The curvature of the trace line along each point p is obtained
by computing Cp within a 2n + 1 band along the line
(Deschênes & Ziou, 2000), with
Cp =

p+n

1
2
e(−dip )[1−cos(φp −φi )] ,
(2n + 1) i=p−n

(14)

where φp and φi represent the angles of the line normals at points p and i, respectively; and dip represents
the Euclidean distance between p and i.
High curvature points are extracted by locating
local maximum of Cp , where Cp > tc . The threshold
tc is imposed in order to avoid false positives due to
image aliasing.
Figure 5(d) illustrates the extracted geometric
features: line junctions, line ends, and high-curvature
points.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

To obtain a reliable 3D reconstruction, the algorithm
substitutes geometric features with vertices. Previous
works (Nicosevici et al., 2005, 2007) have proposed
the direct selection of image features using the geometric criteria. However, as the selection is done
prior to vertex reconstruction, there is no guarantee that all the selected features will provide reliable
reconstruction.
Performing the selection process on the 3D vertices rather than on the image features overcomes
this limitation. Substitution of each geometric feature
with a vertex is carried out using criteria based on
two measurements: the uncertainty of the 3D location
of the vertex and the “distance” between the geometric features and the vertices. As the extraction of geometric features takes place in the images, in order to
have a common frame, 3D vertices are represented by
their image projections. Therefore, the score of substituting the geometric feature g with vertex X in frame
i is given by

¯ x ) · cos
sF (g, X) = (1 − 

π i · X − g
, (15)
·
2
maxDG

where maxDG is a preestablished maximum substi¯ x is the uncertainty of vertex X
tution distance. 
normalized among all the possible candidates of g
(see Appendix A). The use of the cosine function in
Eq. (15) applies a nonlinear weight that rewards vertices that are close to the geometric feature and penalizes those toward the outer radius maxDG .
For each geometric feature g in frame F , sF
is computed for all vertices whose projection falls
within a radius of maxDG . The vertex with the highest score sF is considered the substitute of g. This approach creates a trade-off between vertex reconstruction precision and geometric approximation.
As the SMS process runs in parallel with the
DPR–SFM process, the two processes can be seen
as a single SFM module whose output is a reduced
but accurate scene model. Obtaining a simplified
model directly, without the necessity of generating
the full model as an intermediate step, the computational and memory costs are drastically reduced,
allowing reconstruction of more complex and larger
scenes.
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4. TEXTURE MAPPING AND
ORTHO-MOSAICING
The final step in obtaining visually complete models
of a scene is the texture rendering. This section
presents an approach for combining textures from
the input images and mapping them to the 3D
surface. The objective is to produce seamless image
blending that preserves the appearance and clarity
of object textures, even in the presence of illumination changes and small image misalignments from
unmodeled 3D content. The blending is performed
by optimizing under two independent criteria, one
for promoting high texture resolution and the other
for reducing the visibility of the seams.
Two main strategies are present in the image
blending literature for dealing with seams. One is to
reduce the visibility of the seam line by smoothing it,
without altering its location. Smoothing approaches
include multiresolution splining (Baumberg, 2002;
Burt & Adelson, 1983), blending using rational Gaussian surfaces (Goshtasby, 2005), and gradient domain
blending (Agarwala et al., 2004; Levin, Zomet, &
Weiss, 2004). These approaches work best when the
visibility of the seams is caused by radiometric differences, such as changes in illumination or exposure
(Goshtasby, 2005). The other strategy is to optimize
the location of the seam and place it over areas
where it is least visible. Seam placement approaches
include the use of Dijkstra’s algorithm (Davis,
1998) and multilabel segmentation using graph-cuts
(Agarwala et al., 2004). These approaches are better
suited to deal with geometric differences, such as
images registered under rigidity assumptions but
containing moving objects.
Our approach fits the class of seam placement
methods. It combines watershed segmentation
(Vincent & Soille, 1991) and graph-cuts (Kolmogorov
& Zabih, 2004). It relates to the method of Agarwala
et al. (2004) in which multilabel graph-cuts are used
for 2D image blending. In their approach an iterative
alpha-expansion graph-cut algorithm was used.
The application of multilabel graph-cuts requires
a potentially large number of graph-cut iterations,
which grows with the number of labels. In contrast,
our approach constrains the problem by dividing
the mosaic space into large disjoint regions using a
geometric criterion. We independently solve a single
binary labeling problem for each region, releasing
the need for iterative approximations. Because only
one graph-cut is performed per region, the total

optimization time for our method is on the order of
a single graph-cut operation inside each multilabel
alpha-expansion iteration. As such, our approach is
suited to process large sets of images.
The watershed transform is a region-based
segmentation method that has been extensively used
in contour detection (Li, Sun, Tang, & Shum, 2004;
Najman & Schmitt, 1996) and surface segmentation
(Baumberg, 2002). Li et al. (2004) illustrated the advantage of using the watershed transform to cluster
pixels, thus reducing the algorithmic complexity
of finding approximate object contours in images,
given a coarse user input. Our method aims at the
same benefit but in the different domain of texture
blending. The watershed transform is applied to the
difference of image intensities over the overlapping
area, resulting in segments that encase the areas of
high photometric difference. The graph-cut labeling
then assigns each segment to each image, as detailed
in Appendix B. The search space is greatly reduced,
with minimal impact on the visibility of the seam
when compared to pixel-level blending (Gracias,
Mahoor, Negahdaripour, & Gleason, 2009).

4.1. Geometric and Photometric Criteria
We obtain texture maps that balance two distinct
geometric and photometric criteria. Regarding the
geometric criterion, for a given triangle in the 3D
mesh, we want to select the images whose camera
pose is the best to provide texture. Two meaningful
geometric criteria were considered, namely (i) the
choice of the least slanted view and (ii) the view that
provides the highest texture resolution.
The least slanted view selects the image that
minimizes the angle between the normal of the 3D
surface and the vector from the center of the triangle,
pointing at the optical center of the camera. The
highest resolution view selects the image in which
each surface triangle has the largest projected area.
For a given triangle, the highest resolution criterion
simultaneously promotes the images whose camera
centers (1) are closer to the center of the triangle and
(2) define a smaller angle with the triangle normal.
Preliminary testing was conducted to compare
the two methods. The highest resolution method
achieved better blending results, because it provides
a balance between choosing nearby cameras and
reducing perspective distortions induced by the
slanting. For this reason it was the method of choice
for the results presented here.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Regarding the photometric criterion, we want to
minimize the visibility of the seams that occur at the
boundaries of neighboring image contributions. Such
seams result not only from small image misalignments (due to limited resolution of the surface model)
but also from changes in the illumination and object
appearance between different viewpoints. In this
paper, a simple criterion was used to penalize photometric differences between neighboring images. It
assigns a cost equal to the sum of absolute differences
in color intensities along the common border of two
contributing images. Details on the use of geometric
and photometric criteria are provided next.

4.2. Image Blending Using Binary Graph-Cuts
The approach for creating 3D texture maps stems
from the method presented in Gracias et al. (2009) for
2D image blending using binary graph-cuts. In our
application we extend it to the case of blending multiple images over a 3D surface to create ortho-mosaics.
The image blending involves four steps, which
are detailed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Flattening of the 3D surface into a 2D mosaic
surface
Projection of individual frames into the flattened surface
Division of the mosaic surface into disjoint
regions, using the geometric criterion
Over each region, blending the texture from
two images, using the photometric criterion

As a first step, the 3D mesh is mapped into a 2D
surface, using surface flattening (Zigelman, Kimmel,
& Kiryati, 2002). Surface flattening preserves the
neighboring relations among triangles. Several
studies have addressed the problem of flattening arbitrary surfaces while preserving the mesh topology
and minimizing distortions (Floater & Hormann,
2005; Sheffer, Praun, & Rose, 2006). Considering
our intended application of creating ortho-mosaics
and textured elevation maps, we have resorted to a
simple flattening method that assumes the presence
of a dominant plane in the 3D scene. This assumption
is valid for the surveys in which the variations in the
topographic relief are small compared to the size of
the surveyed area. The dominant plane is obtained by
fitting a plane to the reconstructed surface using least
squares. The 3D surface is flattened by orthographic
projection into this plane. In other words, all the
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

Figure 6. Ortho-projection example: flattening by orthoprojection of tetrahedron ABCD onto plane O. Points
[ABCD] are projected along rays perpendicular to O.

planar patches forming the 3D model are mapped
onto the destination plane along the projection rays
parallel to the plane normal (Figure 6). More sophisticated approaches exist for surface flattening (Jankó,
Kós, & Chetverikov, 2005; Zigelman et al., 2002), but
they were not required for the results of this work.
Once the mosaic surface is flattened, the textures
from individual images are projected onto it. A Zbuffer algorithm (Strasser, 1974) is used to detect surface occlusions, thus ensuring consistency of the projected images with the original views. At the end of
this step, a stack of registered image projections is obtained. These projections allow the texture mapping
problem to be treated as the blending of 2D images.
The mosaic surface is divided into regions of
image intersection (referred to as ROIIs) using the
geometric criterion. To determine the ROIIs we
define the first and second highest resolution maps.
We refer to the first highest resolution map as the
labeling of the mosaic surface where each element
contains the index of the image that provides the
highest resolution. Each element of the second highest
resolution map contains the index to the image with
the second highest resolution. Let Tij denote the
mosaic region where image i provides the highest
resolution and image j provides the second highest.
A ROII is defined as ROIIi,j = Tij Tj i . Figure 7
shows an example of these regions for one of the test
sequences. The two maps and the ROIIs are defined
only by geometric parameters and can be computed
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Figure 7. Example of the use of the geometric criterion to divide the mosaic surface into ROIIs, for an example with eight
images: first highest resolution map (left), second highest resolution map (center), and the corresponding ROIIs (right). The
numbered labels indicate the image indices. Each ROII is represented as a two-color strip pattern indicating the images
involved and labeled with the indexes of those two images.

very efficiently. Once the ROIIs are defined, pair-wise
image blending is performed independently in each
region.
For highly overlapping images, a large number
of small ROIIs may be generated, which impacts
the performance of the blending method. In such
cases the problem is solved by selecting a smaller
subset of images to use for blending, thus decreasing
the redundancy of the image textures. The selection
is based on eliminating the images whose area in
the first highest resolution map is below a given
threshold.
Within each ROII, the two images are blended
using binary graph-cut optimization and following
the approach in Gracias et al. (2009). Details on this
procedure are given in Appendix B.
From an implementation point of view it should
be noted that we are using the geometric and photometric criteria separately—the computation of the
ROIIs is purely geometric, and the watershed/graphcut blending is purely photometric. This separation

allows for efficient usage of memory. All the required
input data for the blending are stored in just four
arrays: the first and second maps and their corresponding image texture mosaics. These arrays have
the dimensions of the final mosaic. Such compact
storage is important when processing many images
to form large mosaics.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments reported here are focused on testing
the efficiency of the three novelties: DPR–SFM, SMS,
and seamless ortho-mosaicing. The presented framework has been successfully tested under various
conditions, briefly discussed hereafter:
•

We applied the algorithm on image sequences
captured using both still and video cameras.
The algorithm successfully coped with both
high-overlap images in video sequences and
low-overlap images in sequences acquired
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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by still cameras. The DPR–SFM algorithm
provides accurate estimations even in the
case of temporarily static cameras, when most
SFM algorithms would fail. The minimum
overlap between images is given by the minimum number of views when a feature needs
to be tracked before its 3D position is estimated, which can be set by the user. We generally use a minimum of three views per each
tracked feature for redundancy.
We tested the algorithm in the presence of
occlusions and pose estimation failures, e.g.,
excessive motion blur. The pose of the camera was accurately estimated immediately after the situation disappeared. From our experiments we have concluded that the camera pose can be correctly estimated if there is
at least ∼20% overlap between the 3D model
and the images.
The conducted experiments included sequence acquisitions under extreme lighting conditions, obtaining accurate results:
sun flickering in shallow waters and low
lighting and increased turbidity/scattering,
strobe/focus lighting in deep waters.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss in detail the results obtained from four data sets: the first
data set is composed of synthetic images; the following two data sets (pool sequence and rocks sequence)
were acquired in controlled environments; the last
discussed data set represents a typical 3D underwater scene of a coral reef area (reef sequence). At the end
of this section, we show additional results obtained
from underwater sequences. In all cases the intrinsic parameters of the camera were fully known and
the radial distortion of the camera was corrected. The
calibration of the cameras was carried out using a
checkerboard planar pattern (Zhang, 2000).

•
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Table II. SFM accuracy evaluation: the results for two values of τ . The values for εv and εp are expressed in m · 10−3 ,
and εa is expressed in rad · 10−3 . For each image we extracted 5,000 features. Vert./fr. represents the average number of vertices registered in each frame.
τ = 1.5
σ
0.2
0.6
1.0
1.2
1.6
2.0
2.4

εv

εp

48.9 1.8
50.5 3.3
57.9 4.1
63.3 7.5
65.7 19.6
–
–
–
–

τ = 2.5

εa

vert./fr.

εv

εp

εa

vert./fr.

0.10
0.21
0.31
0.7
0.85
–
–

2211
1939
1285
970
329
–
–

61.9
65.5
66.4
73.8
81.8
90.7
124.6

3.2
4.0
3.7
6.2
4.7
7.0
7.9

0.11
0.19
0.24
0.34
0.43
0.50
0.72

2447
2435
2291
2309
2035
1671
1237

scene is 15 × 10 m, with the camera moving at a
distance of 10 m from the scene. Having the ground
truth, we measured the accuracy of both vertex position and camera pose estimations with increasing
noise levels. As we consider feature localization errors to follow a normal distribution, we used a zeromean gaussian noise with a known standard deviation σ . We carried out two tests by setting the outlier
rejection threshold τ 2 to 1.5 and 2.5 pixels, respectively. For each value of τ , we progressively increased
the noise levels until the breakdown point of the algorithm. The estimation errors are defined by εv , εp
and εa , where εv is the average Euclidean distance between the estimated vertex and the ground truth, εp
is the Euclidean distance between the estimated camera position and the ground truth, and εa is the average of absolute differences between the estimated
camera attitude and the ground truth. Table II shows
the results of the experiment. The SFM provided accurate results even in the presence of more than 60%
outliers.

5.2. Pool Sequence
5.1. Synthetic Sequence
Data acquisition in underwater imagery is prone to
low contrast (due to light absorption) and blurriness (due to scattering), determining a lower precision in both feature localization and tracking, compared to land-based imagery. To assess the accuracy
of the DPR–SFM algorithm under these conditions,
we briefly discuss an experiment using synthetic images. Here, we rendered a sequence of 40 images
using a ray tracer (Lafortune & Willems, 1993). The
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

This sequence was acquired by a camera mounted
on the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) remotely operated vehicle (ROV) at the JHU test tank. The bottom of the tank was populated with rocks and shells,
2

Within the DPR–SFM algorithm, the user can set a threshold τ in
pixels that is used to reject wrong correspondences in both direct
camera pose estimation and vertex reconstruction. The threshold
sets the maximum reprojection error that a feature track can have
to be considered an inlier.
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Figure 8. Pool sequence: scene model and camera trajectory. The model consists of 610,000 vertices, shown in green. The
camera trajectory is marked in blue. Both the model and the camera trajectory were subsampled for illustrative purposes.

simulating the appearance and geometry of a typical
seafloor scene. The size of the scene is 5 × 5 m. The
sequence, composed of 3,500 images, was acquired at
a constant distance of 1.2 m above the bottom of the
tank. After the visual survey, the tank was drained
and scanned with a Leica Geosystems laser scanner,
obtaining 3.8 millon points with an estimated accuracy of 1.2 mm. [For more details on the image acquisition process and comparative results, refer to
Pizarro (2004).]
The main objective of this experiment was to assess the 3D reconstruction accuracy of the DPR–SFM

under a realistic scenario. For this, we applied the
SFM on the full sequence of 3,500 images. The resulting model, consisting of 610,000 vertices, is illustrated in Figure 8 along with the estimated camera trajectory. The accuracy of the reconstruction was
quantified by comparing the obtained model with
the laser scan. For this, we first manually aligned
the two models using 3D point correspondences.
The alignment was further refined using iteratively
closest point (Zhang, 1994). We define the error in
the reconstruction as the Hausdorff distance between
the point sets comprising the two models. Figure 9

Figure 9. Pool sequence: error distribution. The color encoded by error magnitude; lighter areas correspond to higher
errors. The errors on the flat areas do not correspond to errors in the estimated 3D model but to the carpet being buoyant.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 10. Rocks sequence: geometrical feature extraction: (a) sample image from the sequence, (b) depth map, (c) second
derivative, and (d) object contours and the extracted geometrical features.

illustrates the error distribution within the reconstruction. The average error was 0.011 m (0.91% of the
scene depth), and the maximum error was 0.092 m
(7.6% of the scene depth). However, the wide regions
of the tank bottom with higher error correspond to
changes in the carpet shape as the tank was drained
for the laser scanning (Pizarro, 2004).

5.3. Rocks Sequence
In this experiment, a set of rocks with various photometric (i.e., texture) and geometric (size and shape)
properties were imaged on a planar concrete backJournal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

ground [see Figure 10(a)]. The objective was to evaluate the efficiency and adaptiveness of the SMS mechanism. During acquisition, the camera was oriented
toward the ground with little pitch and roll movement and rotated around its optical axis such that it
maintained a constant orientation with respect to the
motion direction (i.e., simulating the motion of a survey platform). The sequence consists of 360 images of
694 × 519 pixels.
To quantify the precision of the SMS algorithm,
we first generated the model using the full set of vertices. Second, we applied the feature selection algorithm (Figure 10). The resulting model contains 432
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Figure 11. Rocks sequence: 3D structure: (a) full model containing 14,000 vertices and (b) reduced model using the geometric criteria containing 432 vertices.

vertices, resulting in a reduction of model complexity of 97% with respect to 14,000 vertices in the original model (Figure 11). The algorithm drastically reduced the number of vertices in the planar regions
while adaptively maintaining the complexity around
the edges of the objects.
We compared the SMS algorithm with progressive
meshes (Hoppe, 1997). We have chosen this algorithm
for three reasons: (i) it is a widely used algorithm
in computer graphics and hardware-based rendering,
(ii) it reduces the model complexity by selecting the
most representative vertices, similarly to our algorithm, and (iii) it allows the user to manually set the

number of vertices in the simplified model, thus providing an objective basis for comparison.
We set the simplified model using progressive
meshes to contain the same number of vertices as
our simplified model. The comparison was carried
out by calculating the Hausdorff distance between
the original model and each of the simplified models. In the case of the SMS the average error was
0.86% of the scene depth; in the case of the progressive meshes algorithm, the average error was 0.72%
of the scene depth. Therefore our online model simplification approach is nearly as accurate as the batch
progressive meshes technique. Figure 12 illustrates
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 12. Rocks sequence—Ortho-mosaic. The ortho-mosaic resulting from the 360 images sequence has 1,906 × 1,142
pixels.

the ortho-mosaic of the sequence generated using the
simplified model.

5.4. Reef Sequence
The fourth data set presented in this paper is a benthic habitat survey in shallow waters in the Bahamas.
The images were acquired by the University of Miami
using a video camera mounted on an underwater vehicle. The vehicle surveyed the area at a depth of 5 m
with a distance of 2 m above the seabed. The data
set consists of 2, 000 frames of 512 × 384 pixels, depicting a coral colony of 1 m in height and its surroundings.
The aim of this experiment was to test the
DPR–SFM, SMS, and blending algorithms using real,
geometrically complex underwater scenes under extreme, changing lighting conditions. For this, the sequence was chosen to include both almost flat regions
and high 3D structure regions, with images affected
by sun flickering, scattering, blurring, and decreased
image contrast due to light attenuation.
The first step was to apply the DPR–SFM algorithm on the sequence, obtaining a 3D model of the
scene containing 15,000 vertices [Figure 13(a)]. The
result shows that the proposed feature tracking and
outlier rejection algorithms perform well under these
conditions, yielding vertices that are consistent with
scene geometry.
In the second stage of the experiment, we have
tested the SMS algorithm. During this process, the
lighting conditions reduced the accuracy in optical
flow computation, increasing the noise in the depth
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

map computation [see Figure 14(b)]. The high level of
noise in the depth map made the detection of edges
more difficult. By computing the second derivative
using local differences and applying a fixed binarization threshold in Figure 14(c), the result is very noisy,
with few extracted edges corresponding to true scene
edges. However, applying the locally normalized binarization method, the effect of noise was highly reduced, resulting in a correct estimation of the edges
[Figure 14(e)] and geometrical features [Figure 14(f)].
After applying the SMS, the number of vertices
was reduced to 641 [Figure 13(b)], resulting in a decrease of 95.7% in model complexity. The algorithm
highly reduced the number of vertices in the closeto-planar regions, while maintaining the model complexity in the regions with high 3D structure (i.e., the
coral head in the center). The error introduced by the
SMS algorithm was 1.15%, and the error introduced
by progressive meshes simplification was 0.92%.
In the last stage of the experiment, we tested the
performance of the blending algorithm for this challenging underwater sequence. To emphasize the importance of combining geometric and photometric
criteria, we compare our method with the results obtained using the geometric criterion only. Figure 15
illustrates the ortho-mosaicing using only the geometric criterion. Although the patches are correctly
aligned, in some regions the edges between patches
are visible. This effect becomes even more obvious
in the close-ups shown in Figure 16 (top row). Based
on the geometric criterion, adjacent patches were rendered using different camera views. Although these
camera views are only a few frames apart, refracted
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Figure 13. Reef sequence—3D structure: (a) full model containing 15,000 vertices and (b) reduced model using the geometric criteria containing 641 vertices.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 14. Reef sequence—Example of geometrical feature extraction: (a) sample image from the sequence, (b) depth map,
(c) using local differences for second derivative and simple binarization using a simple threshold the result is very noisy,
(d) increasing the binarization threshold results in edge loss, (e) edge trace and geometrical features extracted using
proposed method, and (f) geometrical features on the input image.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 15. Reef sequence: Ortho-mosaic using the geometric criteria only. Note the seams between patches due to illumination changes.

sunlight creates changes in the illumination field
that affect the appearance of benthic structures (see
Figure 16, middle and bottom rows).
The visibility of the seams can be significantly reduced by the blending method described in Section
4. Figure 17 shows a top view of the ortho-mosaic using both geometric and photometric criteria. To create this mosaic, a subset of 25 of the original 2,000
frames were selected to provide the texture. A section
of the mosaic is presented in Figure 18 showing, side
by side, the results of both purely geometric and combined methods. The purely geometric method created
several noticeable seams, whereas the combined criteria method was able to reduce them. A textured
3D model of the final blending result is presented in
Figure 19.

5.5. Computational Times
The proposed framework was mainly implemented
in Matlab, with certain routines implemented in C.
All the experiments presented in this paper were carried out on a Intel Pentium Core Duo 2.13-GHz machine with 4 GB of RAM, running Windows Vista. In
this section, we show the computational times for the
experiment discussed in Section 5.4, for each of the
three stages of the framework.3
The DPR–SFM algorithm works in three sequential steps4 : (i) registration between the image features and the model database, (ii) camera pose re3

The computational costs related to all the stages of the proposal
would be considerably decreased if the algorithm were fully implemented in C.
4
We omit the feature extraction stage, as it is out of the scope of the
paper.

covery, and (iii) 3D model update. When no a priori
camera pose information is used, the computational
time of the first stage increases with model complexity, becoming quite significant over large data
sets. As an alternative to the classical nearest neighbor (NN) search in the feature space, we used a Kdtree approach (Arya, Mount, Netanyahu, Silverman,
& Wu, 1998), which drastically decreased the registration time. The Kd-tree search time increases linearly with the complexity of the model, as opposed
to the quadratic increase in the case of the NN approach. Figure 20 shows the evolution of the computational time for the image-to-model registration
stage. The stages of camera pose estimation and 3D
model update had a constant computational cost over
the entire sequence, averaging 0.12 and 0.19 s/frame,
respectively.
The SMS stage introduced an overhead of 0.11
s/frame in the model update step, as it requires
the computation of the vertex covariance. The optical flow computation times are highly dependent on
the image resolution. For high-resolution images, we
used subsampling prior to optical flow computation,
resulting in significant gains in computational times
with minimal loss of depth map precision. We obtained an average of 1.2 s/frame for depth map computation without subsampling. The rest of the steps
for the feature selection stage had small computational costs, averaging a total of 0.1 s/frame.
The blending is performed offline once the 3D
model has been generated. From the algorithmic
complexity point of view, the blending approach has
three components:
1.

Flattening and Z-buffering of the individual
frames
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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Figure 16. Reef sequence: Close-up views of the ortho-mosaic. Top: Two detailed views of the sandy region and coral head.
Middle and bottom: Two views of the same areas from the input sequence. Note the visibility of the patch seams and the
changes in contrast in the ortho-mosaic reconstruction due to severe changes in illumination. The middle and bottom row
images were captured a few frames apart.

2.
3.

Creation of the first and second highest resolution maps using the geometric criterion
Blending using the watershed transform and
graph-cuts

The image flattening part encompasses the creation
of a triangulated irregular network model (Fowler
& Little, 1979) from the set of vertices, the estiJournal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

mation of a dominant plane in the scene, and the
projection of each image into the plane using a
Z-buffer algorithm. The computational part in the image flattening part was dominated by the Z-buffering
and image projection. The average execution time is
0.19 s/frame.
The first and second highest resolution maps
were created by computing the geometric criterion
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Figure 17. Reef sequence: Ortho-mosaic obtained by the graph-cut blending method, combining the criteria of high texture
resolution and minimal seam visibility.

Figure 18. Reef sequence: Comparison of mosaic regions obtained using (a) the geometric criterion alone and (b) combined
geometric and photometric criteria. The seams visible in the middle and bottom of (a) are eliminated in (b).

for each face in the triangular network. The execution time is proportional to the number of faces. The
mechanism for removing the images with small contributions, described in Section 4.2, requires the iterative computation of the first and second map. Images
were removed if their area in the closest map was less
than 10% of their total area. With this criterion the image removal algorithm took 10 iterations to complete,
with an execution time of 89.9 s.

The final part of the blending operates over the
textures of the images projected into the flattened surface. The execution time depends on the total area, in
pixels, occupied by the mosaic and is relatively independent on the number of images or ROIIs. The execution time was 13 s.
In the example in Figure 17, 372 images were selected from a set of 2,000 original images by the SFM
algorithm. From these 372 images, 25 were selected
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Figure 19. Reef sequence: Textured 3D model. The model was obtained by texture mapping the ortho-mosaic on the 3D
model.
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Figure 20. Reef sequence: Evolution of the image-to-model registration computational times. The Kd-tree approach reduces the computational costs related to image-to-model registration with respect to the NN method. Moreover, using
Kd-tree, the computational costs increase linearly with the number of features, instead of quadratically.

for the blending, covering an area of 1.3 megapixel.
The total blending time was 173.6 s.

5.6. Other Results
This section illustrates two other results based on
data sets acquired by the University of Miami. In both
cases, the data were obtained using a ROV-mounted
video camera with a resolution of 512 × 384 pixels.
The first data set, of 1,000 frames, depicts an area of
12 × 19 m of a coral reef formation in shallow waters near Miami, Florida. The resulting 3D textured
model consisting of 240,000 vertices is illustrated in
Figure 21.
The second data set, of 1,520 frames, was acquired in the Bahamas and corresponds to an area
of the seafloor measuring 10×20 m. The full 3D
model, formed by 330,000 vertices, is illustrated in
Figure 22.
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a complete framework for
structure recovery and ortho-mosaicing using video
sequences. The method was applied on underwater
imagery for seafloor modeling. The objective was to
develop an efficient tool for remote scientific studies
that require 3D and visual information, while eliminating the need for navigation priors, thereby decreasing the complexity and expense of underwater studies. Moreover, the developed techniques are
not restricted to seafloor mapping. The algorithms
presented in this paper can be readily applied to
monocular or stereo imaging systems for applications
ranging from autonomous robot navigation to aerial
imagery.
The paper contributes to three distinct subproblems. First, the proposed SFM algorithm based
on DPR uses an image-to-scene association approach that allows a direct recovery of camera
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Figure 21. Coral reef sequence: Textured model. The model of 240,000 vertices covers an area measuring 12 × 19 m of
a coral reef formation near Miami, Florida. The ortho-mosaic has a resolution of 3,548 × 2,247 pixels.

Figure 22. Bahamas sequence: Textured model. The resulting model consisting of 330,000 vertices corresponds to an area of the seafloor
of 10 × 20 m. The resulting ortho-mosaic, used for texture rendering, has 4,400 × 1,519 pixels.

pose. Experimental results showed that this approach
yielded accurate results for both camera pose and
scene model estimations, while naturally dealing
with scene occlusions and pose estimation errors.
Moreover, the use of the RANSAC dual approach
proposed in this paper allows for accurate 3D modeling of any type of scene.
Second, a new sequential model simplification
mechanism, which takes into account the geometry of
the scene, was described. Using this mechanism, the
complexity of the resulting scene model was highly
reduced with little accuracy loss. In applications em-

ploying many images, such as the mapping of large
areas by autonomous vehicles, this complexity reduction is of great importance. Simpler but accurate
scene models can significantly decrease the computational costs while increasing the efficiency of data
association.
Third, a method was presented for blending image textures using 3D geometric information and
photometric differences between registered textures.
The method allowed for high-quality mosaicing over
3D surfaces, by reducing the effects of the distortions induced by camera viewpoint and illumination
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob
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changes. The method is computationally efficient and
suited to process large data sets.
Ongoing and future work includes the use of visual vocabularies for more efficient association between image observation and 3D scene models. This
is expected to reduce the time complexity of the camera pose estimation and increase the effectiveness of
loop-closure detection over large loops.

obtain. For the purpose of selecting the 3D vertices
with lower uncertainty (detailed in Section 3.5), we
consider x = σ 2 · I2n , where σ , is the standard deviation of the reprojection residues obtained from our
test data and I2n is the 2n × 2n identity matrix.

7. APPENDIX A: ESTIMATING THE
UNCERTAINTY OF 3D VERTICES

Graph-cuts can efficiently solve some classes of energy minimization problems and have been successfully used for a wide variety of vision problems, including image restoration (Boykov, Veksler, &
Zabih, 1998), stereo and motion segmentation (Lin,
2002; Roy, 1999), image synthesis (Kwatra, Schodl,
Essa, Turk, & Bobick, 2003), and 2D image blending
(Agarwala et al., 2004; Gu & Rzhanov, 2006). The classical use of graph-cuts in computer vision is to solve
pixel-labeling problems. The input is a set of pixels P
and a set of labels L. The goal is to find a labeling f
(i.e., a mapping from P to L) that minimizes an energy function in the standard form

The selection of the 3D vertices in Section 3.5 is
based on computing the first-order approximation
to the uncertainty of the 3D points, obtained from
noisy measurements of point projections across several views. We follow the approach in Haralick (1994)
for propagating the covariance matrix when the data
and the parameters are implicitly related by the minimization of a cost function. Here, the cost function is
represented by the reprojection error shown in Eq. (8).
For a given feature track, we consider x to be
2M × 1 of noisy measurements, such that x = x0 +
x, where x0 indicates the ideal noise-free quantities
and x is random additive noise. Similarly we consider X = X0 + X, where X0 is the vector of ideal
noise-free estimates and X is the associated random
perturbation induced by x. The method assumes
the following two conditions:
•
•

Let
to X:

The function E (x, X) has finite second partial
derivatives.
The random perturbations x are small
enough so that E(x0 , X0 ) and E(x, X) can
be well related by a first-order Taylor series
expansion.
E (x, X)

be the gradient of E with respect

E (x, X)

=

∂E
(x, X).
∂X

Under the above assumptions, an estimate for the covariance X of the noise in X is obtained by
X =

∂ E
∂X

−1

·

∂ E
∂x

T

· x ·

∂ E
·
∂x

∂ E
∂X

−1

.

(A1)
Given the simplicity of the cost function, analytic
expressions for ∂ E /∂X and ∂ E /∂x are easy to
Journal of Field Robotics DOI 10.1002/rob

8. APPENDIX B: GRAPH-CUT TEXTURE
BLENDING FROM IMAGE PAIRS

E(f ) =


p∈P

Dp (fp ) +



Vp,q (fp , fq ),

(B1)

p,q∈N

where N ⊂ J × J is a neighborhood system on pixels. Dp (fp ) defines the cost of assigning the label fp
to the pixel p, and Vp,q (fp , fq ) represents the cost of
assigning the labels fp , fq to the adjacent pixels p
and q (used to impose spatial smoothness). For the
case of binary labels, as we use in this paper, E(f ) is
globally minimized with single graph-cut computation (Greig, Porteous, & Seheult, 1989).
We start by considering the four regions illustrated in Figure B1(a). Let T12 be the region where
image 1 has the lowest geometric cost and image 2
has the second lowest. As detailed in Section 4.1, lowest geometric cost corresponds to the image that provides the highest resolution. Region T21 is defined in
a similar way. We refer to T10 and T20 as the areas outside the intersection region T12 ∪ T21 , where images
1 and 2 have the lowest geometric cost (irrespective
of the second lowest cost). The blending problem is
cast as the binary labeling of the intersection zone
that minimizes the visibility of the seam. This labeling represents the regions that are attributed to each
image.
An image of photometric dissimilarity is computed by taking the maximum absolute difference of
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dissimilarity along common boundaries:
D1 (i) = Ddiff (Si , R20 ),
D2 (i) = Ddiff (Si , R10 ),
V (i, j ) = Ddiff (Si , Sj ).
The costs above have the form of Eq. (B1), which
is globally minimized using a max-flow algorithm
(Kolmogorov & Zabih, 2004).
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